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1 Concept of a representation

In the study ofgeneralgroups somegroupsplay a

distinguishedrole Themost basic example to a set X we

assign thegroup Bij X bijections X X w rt composition

If X is a finite set say 0,2 n then we recover the

symmetric group Sn
One
way

how Bij X is distinguished is that for a

group G we want to compare C to Bij X by studying

group homomorphisms G BijX Note that to give such
a homomorphism say p is the same thing is to define an

paction of G
on X theactionmap G X isgiven by



g x toplg x Conversely given an action g x tog x we
observe

that the map pg x ag x is a bijection and the resulting
assignment gaspg G Bij X is a group homomorphism This

establishes a t t correspondence between Gactions on X Kgroup
homomorphisms G BijX Details are an exercise
The importance ofgroupactions for understanding the structure

ofgroups is already seen e.g in theproofof Sylow's theorems

Thisjustifies the claim that itis agoodidea to consider
homomorphisms G Bij X

When X comes with an additionalstructure it makes
sense to restrict to bijections preserving this structure In

this course we will be interested in a specialcase of
this situation Let F be a field We will mostly use F A
But we can also take F R or one ofpositive characteristic

fields such as F 74pA Let Xcarry the structure of a

vector space over F Then the relevant subgroup of Bij X is

thegroup of all invertible linear operators X X usually

adenatedby
GLIN land calledthegeneral lineargroup



If dimX n and we fix an isomorphism X E then

LIX is identified w thegroup Ln F of invertiblematricesof
size n

Definition A representation of a group G in an F vector

space X is a group homomorphism G GUN

Similarly to the correspondence between homomorphisms to

Bij X and actions on X a representation can be thought of
as an action on X by linear operators Thegoalof this course
not surprisingly is to study representations

2 Irreducible representations

A basic structural fact about an action of a group G
on a set X is that X decomposes as thedisjoint unionoforbits
and an orbit of course cannot be decomposedfurther We

would like to find some analogof this for representations The

role of smallest building blocks suchas orbitsforactions in

gthis
world isplayedby so called irreducible representations



Definition A representation of G in V is called irreducible

if the onlytwo f stable subspaces are e V

The most basicanalogof takingunions in theworldof
representations is takingdirectsums given representations ofG
in vector spaces U K weget a natural representation in
V Ve Ok in terms of linearactions it'sgivenby

g v Ye gV gVi
The following result is of fundamental importance

Thm Meschke Suppose

1 charF so leg F C or R

2 and G is a finitegroup
Then

anyfinite
dimensional representation of G decomposes into

the direct sum of irreducible representations

Weillprove this later andwe'llalsoseethatbothconditions

f
2 are necessary



3 Characters

Suppose the assumptions of the theoremhold Then we can
ask the followingquestions

It Can we classify finite dimensioned irreducible

representationsi.e find asetpossibly of combinatorial nature with

a bijection to the set of irreducibles
Q2 For e given irreducible reprentation V compute its numerical

invariants such as dimension

13 For an arbitrary finitedimensional representationfind its

decomposition into thedirect sum of irreducibles

As it turns out all thesequestions are addressedusingthe

same ingredient characters

Definition Let p be a representation of G in afinitedimensionalspace V Then its character Xp fXu is the function on

G defined by Xulg tr pig where recall tr trace is the

gum
of diagonalentries of thematrix ofpig in any basis



A connection to 12 is quite straightforward Lim V

tr tr Xun Wepostpone explaining a connection to 13
but sketch a connection to ht Note that forg heh
Xuthgh p is homomorphism tr plhipigletht Ctr is

const on conj classes tr pig Xulg
So Xu is constant of conjugacy classes in G The

followingwill be strengthened andproved later

Fact Recall that G is finite char f e Assume in

additionthat F is algebraically closedleg F E The

charactersof irreducible representations form a basis in the space
UG of chessfunctions on G ie functions G A constant

on conjugacy classes

Note that dim Cl C conjclasses in C Thisgives a

count of the irreducible representations but not their
classification in general there's no natural bijection between

air
reducible representations andconjugacy classes In somecases



however there is Mostnotably we will see that forGsn
both sets are naturally identified with the set ofpartitions

of n a classicalobject in Combinatorics

4 Applications to the structure of finitegroups
At thispoint one could andshould ask a question

about applications One could expect forexample

applicationsto the structuretheory of finitegroups just as for
the actions This is indeed the case

A lot ofattention in the study of finitegroups was

given to understanding simplegroups non cyclicgroups G w

exactly two different normal subgroups e G On theother

hand Sylow's theorems suggest that the structure of G is
to some extent controlledby the decomposition ofthe
order1h1 into primes We willprove thefollowing result

later in the course

Thm Burnside Let pg beprimesand a be Th Agroup

got
order pg isnot simple



5 Example fromactions to representations
Here we are going to give an example of a family of

representations coming from actions on sets

Let F be a field Xbe a set Considerthe set
Fun X F of all functions X F It carries a natural
vector space structure w pointwise operationse.g
If f x fG fall f tzefun XE xeX
Now let G be agroupacting on X We are going to

equip fun X F with a representation of G by
Ig f x fg x

Let's explain whatgoes into checking that this is arepresentationWe need to show that Gacts on fun X F

by linear operators

g fatgfatg ta g aft alg.tlgelfakefun XFl aef
This is done by evaluating both sides at xex is left

as an exercise Then we needto check the associativity

g lg ft ggilt and the unit e f f axioms We
check the former again by comparing the values at xeX
I



g gif x lgz.figix flgigi'Ny
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Our conclusion is that weget a representation of G
in fun XF We'll talk more about this example in the

next lecture

A


